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There is a working machine...and

it‘s coming to the warehouse to unload coffee sacks.

W

e‘ve built it, and at the end of November,
the RobLog Industrial Demonstrator will roll
into the Vollers’ warehouse in Bremen. There
it will begin in-field testing for the unloading of
real shipping containers packed full with coffee
sacks.

Fig.1 The RobLog Industrial Demonstrator, rear view moving
toward a mock container filled with coffee sacks

But before deployment, several key components needed improvement to create better
efficiencies to the machine to optimize unloading, namely fix the drop of the head unit and
the swinging motion. Previously, these two issues created a drag on the overall cycle. (continued on page 2)

The Velvet Fingers - Built like a Human
Hand, but Made for Industrial Unloading
Trend and Market Movement in Robotic Gripping
Versatility, adaptability and agility are the requirements for
robotic gripping solutions as the automation market continues to
refine itself. Speed and efficiency continue to rein in streamlining
processes, specifically concerning the gripping of goods to increase
throughput. Today, companies in an array of different fields are experiencing a reduction in the dimension of batches they produce;
consequentially a “flexible” gripper able to grasp objects with different shape and properties is becoming more fundamental to optimize costs.
Progressively, robotic gripping units are needed for greater
reliability and cycle-rate efficiencies.
The requirements for such units can range from very specific
Fig.1 Schematic of the Velvet Fingers, the
precision grasping to units with multiple functionalities.
project-made gripping device
Altogether the units need to be robust, but in some
sense
also
flexible
to
accommodate
the
demand(s).
An
inclining trend with simple grippers is occurring; they are being used in a variety of applications
where various part sizes have to be handled quickly and processed reliably. Technologies that
accommodate this speed along with tactile handling abilities – similar to the intricate functionalities of
human grasping principals - are finding a niche for example in delicate part handling (think: vegetables, fruits,
cakes, meat, but also lenses, mirrors, solar cells).
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There is a working machine...and

it‘s coming to the warehouse to unload coffee sacks. (cont.)
As the machine moved to unload a sack, the weight of the head unit dropped approximately 40%. By reducing this drop, the machine would gain efficiencies, as the head would not have to reposition itself to account
for the descent.
Learning from our previous testing, enhancements to just a few functionalities would
equip the machine to make more successful
gripping cycles for unloading. So the complete head unit (including the needle-chain gripping system) was rebuilt. Reinforcements to
the current design at two key joints were
made and new motors and needle chains for
gripping were installed.
This detailed rebuilding project involved the
supporting of two joints, specifically joints 4
Fig.2 Joint 5 of the RobLog Industrial Demonstrator, featuring the
and 5. By strengthening joint 4, the precenew driveshaft and bellow coupling
ding swinging motion and drop of the head
unit was eliminated. Preliminary tests revealed an improvement of 76% in the drop of head unit; now after a sack is gripped, the head unit drops only
35mm, as opposed to the previous 150mm. Joint 5 was also strengthened with a new driveshaft and bellow
coupling.
New plates were manufactured and welded to further
resolve the drop of the head, bringing the total overall
improvement

between

80-90%

(see

figure

3).

Finally, new needle chains were integrated featuring 4cm
triangular-shaped spikes (see figure 4), increasing the previous length of each spike by 1 cm. Though this may seem
like a small-scale improvement, this additional 1 cm allows
for better and more successful grips in the unloading cycle.
Testing

to

the

machine

and

its

modifica-

tions are in progress, and fine-tuning will continue before it is deployed to the field in week 48.

Fig.3 Joint 4 of the RobLog Industrial Demonstrator, featuring the newly welded plates
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The Velvet Fingers - Built like a Human
Hand, but Made for Industrial Unloading (cont.)
If You Build It, They Will Come
And, just in time, a solution to the gripping conundrum of speed and tactility
has been developed. The Velvet Fingers, a
simple tactile under-actuated gripper, is
a prototype device developed for this niche with a grappling future ahead. This
smart gripper designed with its dexterous technology, is a novel concept
of the end-effector combining simple
under-actuated mechanics with high
manipulation possibilities. This is
possible due to built-in conveyors
in the finger pads. Contact surface Fig.3 Joint 4 of the RobLog Industrial Demonstrator, featuring the
engineering has been recently proposed as a newly welded plates
possible means to introduce dexterity in
simple grippers, for example with the purpose of on-the-fly reorienting, thus reducing the cost of two separate operations: grasping and handling+re-orienting. Such a solution could be a plus both in internal/external
logistics and assembly lines where grasping, transporting, inserting and possibly screwing are requested.
How It Works
The specialties of the Velvet Fingers allow it to apply just the right amount of gripping pressure while also
assuring a stable grasp during both simple grasping and in-hand manipulation (see figure 1). Moreover the
gripper has the automatic ability to pass from a pinch-to-power grasping in just few seconds thus improving
the reliability of the gripper itself. The active conveyors of the gripper are modeled and controlled by way
of few servomotors, which are rendered able to emulate different levels of friction and to apply tangential
thrusts to the contacted objects. This means that the unit is able to successfully grip in sequence without
program reference, hence increasing the overall cycle time with more successful grips.
Why it will be Beneficial
Though still in the “prototype” stage, the Velvet Fingers have already proved to be a resourceful gripping
device from its integration into the RobLog project’s advanced demonstrator (see figure 2). In real time,
the Velvet Fingers have been challenged to grip a variety of goods ranging from various box sizes, to deformable items such as a cylindrical object, a sack and a plush teddy bear. In all encounters, the Velvet Fingers
proved successful by nimbly applying just the right amount of pressure to grasp and retract the goods in a safe
manner.
So the future looks bright for the Velvet Fingers and other such simple tactile grippers, in a variety of different
industries. As this technology continues to evolve, more and more applications in a variety of complexities
will be seen for its usage. And remember, never will circumstances prove too much for the resourceful Velvet
Fingers.

